THIRD CERTIFICATION OF RECTIFICATIONS AND MODIFICATIONS

Schedule XLII - Israel

Corrigendum

The following amendments should be made to the draft Schedule XLII - Israel, annexed to document L/2653:
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After item 10.03, add a new item:

"15.01 LARD AND OTHER RENDERED PIG FAT; RENDERED POULTRY FAT 245 kg/KG US"
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Item 39.01 (a) 7 - Urea - formaldehyde moulding compounds:

delete Sweden as initial negotiator

The item remains as follows:

"(a) Resins in powder, grain or liquid (7) Urea - formaldehyde moulding compounds 70% UK"
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Item 47.01 - ex: Mechanical pulp:

delete Sweden as initial negotiator

The sub-item remains as follows:

"ex: Mechanical pulp 35% NOR"
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Item 70.04 (1) second line:

"not clouded" should read "not coloured"
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Item 84.17 (1) (9) A:

ex: Plate heat exchangers;
delete EEC as initial negotiator

The sub-item remains as follows:

"ex: Plate heat exchangers exempt SWD"
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Item 87.01 (a):

add Austria as initial negotiator

The sub-item shall read as follows:

"87.01 (a) Tractors for agriculture or earth work, ... so used exempt ATA UK"
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Item 87.02 (b) (1):

add Austria as initial negotiator

The sub-item shall read as follows:

"87.02 (b) (1) Jeeps 40% ATA US"
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Item 90.20 (c) second line:

after "Generators", add "X-ray control panels"